
Converting a specification into a testable document

The general idea of defining test assertions is to match a set of test cases with the requirements 
defined in a specification. The usual specification uses the RFC 2119 wording to express relevant 
requirements. This document tries to outline how the connection of  machine processable test cases 
and the specification can be done using assertions.

The assertions can be done 'inline' as described in http://www.w3.org/TR/2010/NOTE-test-
methodology-20100128/ or denoted in a different file using a special syntax described in 
http://docs.oasis-open.org/tag/guidelines/v1.0/testassertionsguidelines.html . 

Each approach has its advantages :

Using the inline notation the assertions reside within the specification and are an integral part of it. 
When following simple guidelines each RFC2119 keyword is included in an assertion. The 
increased effort writing the initial document pays off when editing the specification later on. There 
is no need to align different artifacts. On the other hand this process is limited to HTML-documents 
only. The usual procedure to write a Word document and generate HTML and PDF automatically 
isn't possible. Moving to XML-based formats for writing specification may relax this limitation.

Sample fragment from the DSS core specification :

3.2 Element <SignResponse>
The <SignResponse> element contains the following attributes and elements inherited from 
<ResponseBaseType>:

RequestID [Optional]

This attribute is used to correlate requests with responses.  When present in a request, the 
server MUST return it in the response.

The corresponding markup shows the relevant tags for this assertion :

<div id="ta-101" style="border-right:10px solid #f7f73a">
  <p>
    <span class="Element">RequestID</span> [Optional]</p>

    <p class="Indented">
      This attribute is used to correlate requests with responses. When present 
in a request, the <span class="product-server">server</span> 
<em class="ct">MUST</em> return it in the response.
    </p>
</div>

The simple RequestID assertion may look like this using the Test Assertion Notation :

TA id: ta-101
Normative Source: DSS core specification, 3.2.1

Target: product-server

Prescription Level: mandatory

Predicate: The RequestID attribute is used to correlate requests with 



responses. When present in a request, the server MUST return it in the 
response.

This notation refers to the base specification, it's not part of the specification document itself. This 
has the big advantage that there are no restrictions to the format of the base document. And the 
assertions are not necessarily part of a specification that needs to pass complex acceptance 
procedures. This preserves the base document from being rejected due to flaws in the assertion 
definition.

Creating a separate assertion file has the advantage of having all assertion in one place. A proven 
and settled document production process isn't affected by this approach. An additional step to 
extract the information from e. g. an HTML file is not required. But the author has to take care to 
keep the specification and the assertion file aligned. Every addition, change or deletion of a RFC 
2119 word or its context needs to be tracked in the assertions. The implicit linking between 
specification and assertions of the HTML approach cannot be used here. 

Depending on the document format it may be possible to merge the specification and the assertions 
automatically into a derived document.

The additional file holding the Test Assertion Notation can be produced at any time, preferably 
when the base specification already settled. This decoupling reflects the usual way of producing 
specification.

Regardless the way of producing the assertions, the test data, test cases and the test environment 
need to be set up the 'classic' way. The assertion may give a hint of what needs to be tested, 
nevertheless the definition of test cases is a separate task. 

The advantages of the assertions come in when the test cases are linked back to the assertions. This 
allows a quick check for assertions that aren't reflected by test cases. 

Using the link from the assertion back to the specification a failed test case can quickly be tracked 
to the 'original' words of the specification. The test cases and the specification are getting coupled 
more tightly. It's a step further to the idea of a verifiable specification.

Taking a look at a sample set of test cases :

XML test case sample :

<Test description="check the response id">

<!-- make a request including a request id -->
<cinclude:include src="cocoon://sig/raw/performDSSRequest_1"/>

<Assert assertion="ta-101"
test=".//SignResponse/@RequestID = 'someId' "

      message="RequestID expected to be  'someId'" />

</Test>

Java test case sample :

/**
 * response id test case 



 *
 * @assertion ta-101
 *
 * @throws Exception
 */
public void testRequestIdHandling() throws Exception {

SignRequest req = new SignRequest( "someId", … );

SignResponse resp = callServer( req );
assertEquals( "RequestID expected to be 'someId'", "someId", 

resp.getRequestId() );
}

It's easy to qualify the assertions that a code fragment is intended to verify. Depending on the 
technique used to write the test cases this can be done by adding an attribute to the Assert tag or by 
denoting the assertions using Java annotations. The java approach needs more care as the assertions 
can be marked on the method level only. The XML version looks more natural as the attribute 
resides as close as possible to the assertion check.

Another advantage of assertions is the option to define a conformance level for each assertion. The 
result of a test run returns the level of conformance. If all test for the conformance level 'basic' pass 
and some for level 'advanced' fail, it's good result for a product defined to comply with the 
conformance level 'basic' !

A disadvantage of the whole approach is that it cannot guarantee that the intention of the 
specification is reflected by the test cases. Nor can it ensure that the intention of an assertion is fully 
covered by the tests.
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